
GOANNA

KM10

TUCKERBOX

TRITICALE

OVERVIEW
GOANNA is an early-medium season, spring 
type, grain triticale, which has good resistance to 
current pathotypes of stem, leaf and stripe Rusts 
plus full resistance to Cereal Cyst Nematode 
(CCN). GOANNA is a fully-awned, tall, white-
chaffed variety.

GOANNA was selectively bred on the basis of 
reliability of grain production and quality during 
several seasons with extended drought periods, 
on calcareous sand and limestone country.

OVERVIEW
KM10 is a very quick growing variety and has a re-
duced awn head type with excellent early forage 
production in all rainfall zones. Although tending 
to have reduced grain size, KM10 is particularly 
suited to grain production in shorter season ar-
eas. It has good Rust resistance but is suscepti-
ble to CCN. 

OVERVIEW
TUCKERBOX is a late-medium season, tall, high 
tillering variety with reduced awn head type, 
which may be grown for forage or grain. Re-
leased in 2010, TUCKERBOX has good resistance 
to all rusts and CCN.

Early to medium season, spring type

Quick growing

Excellent resistance to Cereal Cyst Nematode

Particularly suited to grain production in shorter
season areas

Good rust resistance

Good resistance to Rust

Excellent early forage production

Medium to late season

Can be grown for forage and grain
Good resistance to all rust and CCN

Tall, high tillering variety

ANNUAL WINTER PASTURES


	DOLICHOS
	RONGAI

	COWPEAS
	HIGH WORTH
	BROWN MIXED
	GLENDA
	DR SAUNDERS
	BECHUANA WHITE
	IT 18
	RAMROD

	PEARL MILLET
	BABALA (OPV)
	SPEEDFEED (HYBRID)
	SPEEDFEED SUPER (HYBRID)

	JAPANESE MILLET
	LOCAL
	SHIROE

	HYBRID FORAGE SORGHUM
	SWEETFEED SUPER
	MULTICUT
	BIG KAHUNA BMR
	BIG KAHUNA

	ERAGROSTIS TEFF
	SA BROWN
	EMERALD
	IVORY
	NILE

	SUDANGRASS
	PIPER

	BLUE BUFFALO GRASS
	GAYANDAH
	MOLOPO

	COUCH GRASS
	BERMUDA

	WEEPING LOVE GRASS
	ERMELO

	KIKUYU
	WHITTET
	ACACIA

	WHITE BUFFALO
	GATTON

	BAHIA GRASS
	PENSACOLA

	RHODESGRASS
	KATAMBORA

	SMUTSFINGER GRASS
	IRENE

	SILK SORGHUM
	SILK

	COCKSFOOT
	OXEN
	AMBA
	DONATA

	TALL FESCUE
	BOSCHHOEK
	JESSUP

	FESTULOLIUM
	FELINA

	PERENNIAL RYEGRASS
	NUI
	BILLABONG
	CALIBRA
	TANKER

	PERENNIAL RYEGRASS BLENDS
	PermaMAX

	FESTULOLIUM
	PUCARA (ITALIAN)
	ACHILLES (ITALIAN)

	HYBRID RYEGRASS
	CAPTIVATE

	WESTERWOLD RYEGRASS
	CAPTAIN
	PASSEREL PLUS
	JIVET

	ITALIAN RYEGRASS
	CAVERSHAM
	SPRINGBOARD
	SUPREME Q
	SUSTAINER
	ICON
	MONA

	ANNUAL RYEGRASS MIXTURES
	PASTURE MAX DIPLOID
	PASTURE MAX SUPER TETRAPLOID

	STOOLING RYE
	SOUTHERN BLUE
	BLUE CHIP
	LEBA

	SPRING RYE
	SSR 1
	SOUTHERN GREEN

	TRITICALE
	KORHAAN
	GOANNA

	OATS
	TARGA
	RED DAWN
	TARGET

	BARLEY
	JOSEFINA

	FODDER RADISH
	GEISHA
	SAMURAI
	NOOITGEDACHT

	FODDER BEET
	FELDHERR
	TROYA

	CATTLE TURNIP
	MAMMOTH PURPLE TOP

	FORAGE TURNIP
	GADOL

	KALE
	PROTEOR

	FORAGE RAPE
	WILMA

	CANOLA
	AKELA

	WHITE CLOVER
	RED CLOVER
	KENLAND
	QUINQUELLI
	OREGON

	LUCERNE
	AURORA
	MARINA
	SA STANDARD
	GEA
	SUPERIOR II
	SEQUEL
	BLUE ACE

	CHICORY
	BIRDSFOOT TREFOIL
	BIRDSFOOT TREFOIL

	CROWN VETCH
	CROWN VETCH

	SERICEA LESPEDEZA
	POOR MANS LUCERN

	SERADELLA PINK - FRENCH
	VETCH
	BLANCHEFLEUR
	NAMOI

	PERSIAN CLOVER
	SHAFTAL

	FORAGE PEAS
	MORGAN
	JUPITER


